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Discussion Papers are published to communicate the results of the World Bank’s work to the 
development community with the least possible delay. The typescript manuscript of this paper 
therefore has not been prepared in accordance with the procedures appropriate to formally edited 
texts. Some sources cited in the paper may be informal documents that are not readily available. 
 
The findings, interpretations, and conclusions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the 
views of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development / The World Bank and its 
affiliated organizations, or those of the Executive Directors of the World Bank or the 
governments they represent. 
 
The World Bank does not guarantee the accuracy of the data included in this work. The 
boundaries, colors, denominations, and other information shown on any map in this work do not 
imply any judgment on the part of The World Bank concerning the legal status of any territory or 
the endorsement or acceptance of such boundaries. 
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1. Introduction	
 

Mainly three functions of the mobile phone are utilized in developing countries: (i) Voice, (ii) 
SMS, and (iii) Mobile Application. Through combining these functions, mobile phones have 
been used to collect data, provide information and services, and act as an intermediary platform 
to solve issues in different sectors.  
 
In regards with an employment issue, due to a coordination and information failure between the 
demand and supply side of the labor market, even those who are qualified and received training 
and education have not been able to get a job. While the demand for employment exists both in 
the formal and informal sectors, access to this information is limited to those who have a strong 
social network and references or have access to a job portal on the Internet. As a potential 
solution for equalizing information asymmetry, the mobile phone can act as an intermediary to 
connect job providers with job seekers. This paper explores six business models (Pakistan Urban 
Link and Support (PULS), Konbit, Babajob, Assured Labor, LabourNet, and Souktel) from the 
Middle East, Latin America and South Asia solving existing coordination and information failure 
in the labor market. Phone interviews were conducted with each organization to collect primary 
data in October and November 2011. 

2. Overview	of	the	Organizations	Interviewed	
 

The six organizations interviewed are positioned in a different stage of business development. 
Table 1 shows general steps for developing a job-matching business based on the information 
collected from the interviews.   
 
As the Table 1 indicates, PULS and Konbit have developed their system but have not been able 
to start their service yet. In the case of PULS, they are still struggling with advertising their 
service under their limited budget. Asim from PULS mentioned that there is a need for the 
service since manpower agency in Pakistan overcharges for their service and PULS can reduce 
the cost of job matching service dramatically. However, building trust among potential users and 
getting employers has been difficult.  
 
In the case of Konbit, due to a lack of employers, a service could not commence even after the 
completion of job seekers’ registration. Konbit recruited over 10,000 job seekers in a week 
through their successful marketing strategy, including the use of famous local radio personality 
to advertise the service on the radio, and the provision of free call-in number for registration and 
3-4 minutes air time credit as an incentive through partnering with Digicel, one of the biggest 
telecom companies in Haiti. However, once the service was set up and the job seekers were 
registered, the situation has changed. Konbit was originally launched in response to an issue of 
low hiring rate of local labor force due to workers brought from abroad for NGOs working in 
Haiti. Konbit’s intention was to create a platform accessible by local Haitians to connect with 
available employment opportunities. Unfortunately, originally planned potential employers - 
NGOs and international organizations working in Haiti- did not have any job openings when the 
service became available. In addition, without a big presence of corporations working in Haiti, 
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jobs in private sector were also not available. Thus, Konbit is still waiting for potential 
employment opportunities to activate their service in the near future. 
 
On the other hand, Babajob, Assured Labor, Labournet, and Souktel are successfully running 
their businesses, yet most of them are still in the growth stage. Thus, organizations are focusing 
more on delivering a good service (i.e. increasing the number of successful job matching) and 
increasing the number of users. Consequently, not all the organizations have enough capacity 
and time to conduct user satisfaction survey or impact assessment in an organized manner.   
 
Each organization takes its own approach to assess their service. Assured Labor and Babajob 
measure the level of employer satisfaction by the number of repeat job posts. For instance, the 
reposting rate of employers using Babajob is over 40%. According to them, employers seem to 
be satisfied as job providers keep posting their jobs through their service and the number of 
registered job seekers is increasing. Labournet has conducted a simple survey to assess the level 
of satisfaction from the users and found that job providers are not satisfied with the level of skills 
that job seekers have and job seekers are also not happy with how they are treated by job 
providers. In order to increase the rate of satisfactory job matching, Labournet plans on 
providing a distance training using mobile phone for job seekers to upgrade their skill sets. In the 
case of Souktel, they conducted an impact assessment, results of which show positive impact 
from their service in Palestine. 
 

Table 1: Job-Matching Business Development 
 1.Software 

Development 
2.Job Seeker 
Registration 

3.Job 
Provider 
Registration 

4.Job 
Matching 
Service 

5.Service 
Assessment 

PULS (Pakistan)  X   In progress    
Konbit (Haiti)  X X    
Babajob (India)  X X X X X 

Assured Labor 
(Nicaragua, Mexico)   

X X X X X 

Labournet (India) X X X X X 
Souktel (Palestine, 
Morocco, Somalia) 

X X X X X 
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3. Value	Proposition	of	the	Use	of	Mobile	Phone	in	Job‐Placement	
Industry	

 

Given the fact that those who are skilled, educated, and from relatively good socio-economic 
background already have access to existing web-based job matching services such as 
“Monster.com,” and they do not need extra training for fine-tuning their CVs, mobile-phone 
based job matching service can play an important role for those who do not have access to these 
services. Mobile-to-web technology will be beneficial for those who possess certain level of 
skills, education, and potential for conducting an entry level and low-skill jobs, but do not have 
enough knowledge to make a marketable CV, or access to online resources. Employers also have 
hard time finding low skilled workers for entry-level job in developing countries because an 
existing job-matching service target mainly highly skilled candidates. Thus, mobile-to-web 
technology can connect these gaps.   
 
As discussed in the previous section, building trust from users is the most challenging task for 
this business. Each organization offers additional and customized services to meet the specific 
needs of local users, including interview, resume writing, networking skills and training for job 
seekers, and access to special database for employers to assess job seekers further.  Common 
value propositions that each organization advocates are summarized below.  
 

Table 2: Value Propositions for Mobile-to-Web Job Matching Service 
Target 
Audience 

Value Propositions 

Employers  More qualified candidates can be hired through increasing the candidate pool by 
expanding a recruiting channel from traditional newspaper or radio advertisements 
to mobile phone users 

 Reduce recruiting cost by switching the recruiting channel from manpower agency 
(ex. Rs.1,000 for middlemen and Rs. 100 for LabourNet) 

 Reduce recruiting time through receiving candidates’ latest information on a real 
time basis  

 Be able to hire people for entry level and low-skill level job, which is difficult to 
conduct with existing recruiting service 

 Increased hiring efficiency due to automatic match filtering that only lets those 
qualified ‘see’ the job posting, thus reducing applicant volume and increasing 
applicant quality 

Job Seekers  Reduce time and cost for registering their profile to find a job, which have been 
previously done through manpower agency, website, or paying someone to 
professionally create their CV  

 Reduce time and cost for job search by cutting a travel cost from rural to urban area 
and receiving job matching information via mobile phone 

 Increase the chance of employment through getting access to more job openings 
information in a quick and cost-efficient manner, and receiving advice, training and 
services to make their work experience and skills look more professional and 
attractive to employers  
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4. The	Use	of	Mobile	Phone	in	Job‐Matching	Business	Process	
 

Depending on the target job seekers and country of operation, a mobile phone is used in different 
aspects of a job-matching business process. While each organization has a slightly different 
business model, Table 3 summarizes major processes. Based on the collected data, most of the 
organizations use mobile phone for registration and job match notifications for job seekers. 
Actual job matching service is conducted mostly on the website. Also, traditional interview 
process is not replaced by technology. Once the employers become interested in certain 
candidates, they will get an access to job seekers’ information and able to contact them directly 
by calling to set up an interview.  
 
In regards with job seekers’ registration process, organizations’ target job seekers and employers 
become a determinant for the registration channels. Because most employers need a good 
amount of information to feel comfortable interviewing a candidate, Assured Labor’s core 
offering focuses on job seekers that only have sporadic access to the internet. On the contrary, in 
India, where multiple languages are spoken, languages become an issue for registering through 
SMS. Consequently, various registration methods, including calling, face-to-face, SMS and web 
are used to include as many job seekers as possible. Voice messages are particularly useful for 
recruiting job seekers who have difficulties reading and writing as seen in the case of Konbit.  
 
Among all organizations, only LabourNet provides a job-matching service in person. This is 
because they focus on particular industry (construction and facility management) where a group 
of labor force is needed and not an individual. Also, the employment opportunities in this 
industry happen in an unorganized manner, thus, web-based job matching service is not 
appropriate. 
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Table 3: Use of Mobile Phone in Job-Matching Business 
Business 
Process 

Target Tool Organizations 

PULS Konbit Assured 
Labor 

Babajob LabourNet Souktel 

Registration Job 
Seeker 

Mobile SMS Voice 
Message 

SMS & 
WAP for 
some 
services, 
Call 

SMS, Call, 
Mobile Web 

SMS (used for job 
seekers' skill assessment 
and registration 
notification) 

SMS, Voice 

Web   Web Web  Web 

In 
Person 

   At the office 
or through 
field agents 
visiting 
where blue-
workers live 

Facilitators visit 
potential job seekers' 
households and register 
them 

 

Job 
Provider 

Mobile   SMS Call  SMS, Call 

Web Web Web Web Web  Web 

In 
Person 

    Business development 
team reaches job 
providers 

 

Job 
Matching/ 
Searching 

Job 
Seeker/ 
Provider 

Mobile    Mobile 
Application 

 SMS, Call 

Web Web Web Web Web Web Web 

In 
Person 

    Staff brings job seekers 
who are assessed as a 
group to livelihood 
camps called Job Camp 
to conduct matching 
with employers. 
Employer usually want 
to hire people as a group 
due to the nature of the 
construction industry 

 

Job 
Matching 
Notification 

Job 
Seeker 

Mobile SMS SMS SMS, Call SMS, Call SMS, Voice Message SMS/Voice 

Web   Email, Web    
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5. Sustainability	
 

In terms of sustainability, in order to become profitable, targeting business sector instead of 
households as job providers seem to be a key. Especially, business from formal sector will be 
important. In fact, Assured Labor and Babajob changed their target sector from informal to 
formal in order to become more commercially viable. As a source of revenue, Babajob, 
LabourNet and Souktel use SMS user fees, which require a certain volume of users to make the 
organizations sustainable. Assured Labor charges Medium and Large businesses and offers a free 
service to Small and Medium Business and candidates. Already a commercially sustainable 
organization, Souktel, takes a franchise model to get more stable revenue. In this model, any 
local organization in developing countries can pay for the franchise fee to use Souktel’s software 
and service, and generate certain amount of revenues through membership fees from potential 
users.   
 
While commercial viability is important, inclusion of informal sector labor market and low-
income job seekers is also needed for a social purpose. Government can potentially collaborate 
with one of these commercially sustainable companies to let them provide the same service for 
informal sector and less educated and lower-income population through providing subsidies. 
This approach could also tackle the issues of low employment rate of graduates from public 
vocational and technical training centers and schools.  
 

6. Success	Factors	
 

The main challenge of the job-matching business is to make users use their service and expand 
the business efficiently. Thus, success factors boil down to actions overcoming this issue: 
effective marketing, trust building, and partnership building. Although its business has not been 
in operation yet, Konbit was successful in getting job seekers – 10,000 in one month-. As a trust 
building and marketing strategy, they used local famous radio personality, Bob Lemoine, to 
advertise their service. In addition, through partnering with Digicel, Konbit gained access to 
promote their service to Digicel’s existing customers and could provide financial incentive such 
as a free call number for Digicel customers and a free airtime credit purchased at a reduced rate 
from Digicel. With media coverage, Konbit’s service received further attentions and successfully 
increased the number of job seekers registering for the service.  
 
In order to increase the number of users, partnering with local organization is also a key. Souktel 
partnered with local universities and the head of the student organizations to advertise their 
service at career fairs and other career-related events. Babajob and Assured Labor also partnered 
with local telecom companies to advertise their services through their branch offices. 
Additionally, Assured Labor has partnered with Media Companies, Universities and NGOs to 
impact more individuals. Babajob is trying to expand their partnership to non-telecom companies, 
including microfinance institutions, retailers and payment/distribution networks to tap into their 
existing clients to advertise their services.   
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7. Risks	
 

Main risk of this business is to lose trust from users. Currently, almost all organizations do not 
conduct due diligence of job seekers. Although LabourNet does conduct assessment of job 
seekers, there is a risk of providing unqualified workers. Also, there is a risk of unsatisfactory 
matching between job seekers and employers. In order to mitigate this risk and increase the rate 
of successful matching, many organizations started to include training services for job seekers 
and job seekers’ identity and skills verification service through collaborating with training 
organizations and other local organizations.   
 

8. Impact	of	the	Service	
 

Except for Souktel, impact of the service has not been measured in each organization as they still 
focus on expanding their business and getting more users. Taking Souktel as an example, 
positive outcomes are observed in the reduction in time spent looking for employment (from 
average 12 weeks to 1 week or less for Souktel), wage increase (64% of matched Palestine job-
seekers surveyed in 2009 reported a 50% increase in mean monthly wages, from avg. 
$500/month to avg. $750/month), and reduction in hiring costs and time (70% of Palestine 
employers surveyed in 2009 reported a 50% of greater reduction in hiring costs and time, and 
75% of the same sample confirmed a mean 5% increase in annual profits, after hiring staff 
through JobMatch). Since other organizations have not conducted a tracer study yet, only 
measurement used has been the number of repeating users both from job seekers and providers 
and satisfaction survey. As the more impact assessment will be conducted in the future, more 
impact will be revealed from this service. 
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9. Case	Studies	
 

 

  

Case 1: Souktel; JobMatch 

Founded in 2005 by graduate fellows at Harvard University, MIT, and the Arab-American University of Jenin (Palestine), Souktel 
launched a trial service in 2007 in Palestine. Within a year of pilot use by 400 new college graduates, 25% of users found work and 
internships and more than 60% of employers using the service cut the recruiting time and cost by 50%. With a $100K grant from the 
World Bank, they launched the service on four Palestinian college campuses, in partnership with the country’s Ministry of Education. 
Currently, they run their service in Palestine, franchises in Somalia, Morocco, UAE, and are in progress of launching in Egypt and 
Rwanda. 

Souktel was launched to solve the problem in the labor markets – a lack of tools to connect employers and job seekers-. Leveraging the 
high penetration rate of mobile phones, Souktel developed a job information software platform to link job seekers with employers via 
mobile phone. The name comes from "souk," the Arabic word for "marketplace," and "tel," or "telephone. Although at least 80 percent of 
people in Palestine have access to mobile phones, most people have Internet access only in cafés or public places. In addition, traveling 
from rural to urban area for job search was costly.  Thus, Souktel’s JobMatch service helped solve these issues.  

One of the unique characteristics of Souktel is its franchise business model. Souktel took this model to achieve a rapid growth into new 
markets between 2008 and 2009. Each country uses a customized version of the JobMatch platform for a franchise fee and a recurrent 
annual support fee. In return, per-use revenue from local user fees charged to job-seekers and employers accrue to the franchisee, helping 
to ensure each franchise’s long-term cost coverage and sustainability.  

 

As a way of measuring the impact, Souktel uses various approaches:  
1) Weekly database tracking of service use (searches, match 
requests, job alerts). 
2)  Monthly phone surveys of “matched” job-seekers and employers.  
3) Bi-annual “match retention “phone surveys; institutional partner 
surveys.   
 
While they also face challenges, such as working with different 
mobile carriers and the cost of SMS, their service has been bringing 
positive impacts in the labor market.  
 

Source: Author Interview with Souktel, 
http://www.slideshare.net/guest923d97/souktel-jobmatch-overview 
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Case 2: Babajob 

Inspired by the paper entitled “Escaping Poverty and Becoming Poor: Who Gains, Who Loses, and Why” by Anirudh Krishna from Duke 
University, a former employee at Microsoft, Sean Blagsvedt founded Babajob in 2007. Through this paper, he learned that income 
diversification is the key for getting out from the poverty trap and decided to create a village version of professional online networking 
site, LinkedIn.com.   

He first started a social networking site for base of the pyramid customers called Babalife to connect people to get jobs through their 
references and word-of-mouth. However, he realized that job matching not only comes from connection, but also needs to take languages, 
skills type, salary, and timing into considerations. As a result, Babajob was launched, providing a more specialized job-matching service.  

Compared to other similar services, Babajob’s approach is the most inclusive for job seekers as seen in the number of available 
registration options for job seekers. As a face-to-face registration, they not only use telecom’s branch offices to advertise their service, but 
also visit where blue-class workers live to explain their services face-to-face.  If the job seekers are illiterate, they can also listen to 
automated voice messages by calling Babajob and following their service menu, including registration, job information and changing their 
profile and etc. Once job seekers are registered, employers can search for potential employees by looking at skill sets, pictures and 
preference of working location, and availability. Once employers find the candidates, they can set up an interview by calling them and/or 
sending text messages.  Final hiring process still happens in a traditional hiring manner, such as face-to-face or phone interviews, but the 
users are satisfied with Babajob’s service as they can reduce the time and cost of finding and hiring the right person and can also replace 
one employee to another if they are not satisfied with the quality of workers.  

The main challenge facing Babajob is to scale up their business and get the word out. Although increasing media coverage has helped 
them become more visible, their challenge is to attract a more diverse set of job seekers and becoming more sustainable. 
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Annex	
 

Table 4: Basic Information of Interviewed Organizations 
 PULS Konbit Assured Labor Babajob LabourNet Souktel 

Founded Year 2010 2010 2008 2007 2005 2005 

Type of 
Organization 

Non-Profit Non-Profit For Profit For Profit Non-Profit Social 
Enterprise derived from 
an initiative of MAYA 
(Movement for 
Alternatives and Youth 
Awareness), a NGO 

For-Profit with NGO 
entity in Palestine that 
manages Palestine 
portfolio 

Based in Pakistan Boston New York India India  Palestine 
Target Country Pakistan Haiti Nicaragua, Mexico 

(Latin America) 
India India Palestine, Morocco, 

Somalia, Egypt, 
Uganda (Middle East 
and North Africa) 

# of Registered Job 
Seekers 

0 10,000 225,000 (Mexico) 220,000 100,000 12,000+ (Palestine) 

# of Registered Job 
Providers 

0 0 Undisclosed 44,000 45,000 600 

Revenue Source Unknown University 
grants 

Employer Posting fees 
and PSMS revenue 

Job seeker usage fee billed via 
telecom provider. Fees from 
Employers for premium 
services and database access. 

External funds, fees 
from job seekers (Rs. 
150-400) 

Franchise fee of their 
system and a recurrent 
annual support fee 

Profile of Job 
seekers 

Working Poor (skilled 
but undereducated 
domestic workers 
(cooks, drivers, guards, 
gardeners, tailors etc), 
independent labors, and 
self-employed craft 

Illiterate and 
literate 

Age 20-28, 50% of 
them not graduated 
from college. 

>50% have graduated 
from high school. 

Majority of job seekers are in 
their mid-20s 

Age 18-45 mostly men 
since this service 
focuses on construction 
and facility 
management sector 
which mainly hire men. 
Job seekers mainly 

Age 20-25, College 
graduate  
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 PULS Konbit Assured Labor Babajob LabourNet Souktel 

people ) come from rural area to 
get jobs in urban area 

Profile of Job 
providers 

Informal and formal 
sector  Educated Elite 
(tertiary educated 
employers and formal-
sector professionals) 

NGO and 
Government 
organizations, 
and third-party 
employers 

Formal sector (local 
branch offices of 
multinational 
companies and local 
mom-and-pop shops) 
Mostly Operations, 
Administration and 
Sales positions 

Started with household jobs 
such as maids, drivers and 
cooks, but now shifted to 
business. Retail, sales, and 
marketing industry are the 
major job opportunity (need 
for deliverer, payment 
collector, warehouse packing 
people) 

Informal sector 
(LabourNet focuses on 
unorganized sector 
including construction 
and facility 
management sector) 

Multinational 
corporations including 
HP, MIT and Deloitte 
in Palestine. Internship 
and part-time 
opportunities will be 
also provided soon. 

Extra Service 
Provision other than 
matching 

N/A N/A For Employers: 
Verify identification of 
job seekers, assistance 
with interview process  

For Job Seekers: Skill 
building for job search 
process (at no 
additional cost). Also, 
English language and 
computer skill training 
through partnerships 
with local 
organizations and 
training institutions 

For Employers: Feature their 
job posting to be able to hire 
faster, provide  job seekers’ 
police verification and health 
insurance listing for 
employees 

For Job Seekers: Mentor 
Program in which middlemen 
would be paid for connecting 
job seekers with employers 

For Job Seekers: 
Provision of ID card, 
bank account, insurance 
coverage, social 
protection, skills 
assessment, distance 
learning through mobile 
phone (planned) 
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